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Abstract: Titan, Saturn’s largest moon, is host to a 

sand sea in its equatorial region (between 30° N to 30° 
S). This indeed seems to be a global sea as corridors 
connect sandy regions across almost all longitudes, 
interrupted only by Xanadu [1]. The predominantly 
linear dunes that make up the sand sea have been spa-
tially resolved by the Huygens probe [2], Cassini’s 
Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer [3], and, 
more extensively, the RADAR mapper [e.g. 4-7]. The-
oretical calculations [8] and recent wind-tunnel exper-
iments [9] estimate typical sand sizes based on salta-
tion thresholds necessary to create Titanian dunes to be 
a few hundred microns.  

If the sand material is organic (indicated by the wa-
ter-ice poor infrared spectra described in [3] and mi-
crowave properties described in [10]) and the source of 
such organic material is a gentle haze fall out of parti-
cles a few microns in size [11], then the question re-
mains: how do sand particles become large enough to 
saltate? By considering sand formation mechanisms 
observed here on Earth, [1] summarized several hy-
potheses for production of sand on Titan. In this work, 
we investigate the feasibility of two of the proposed 
origin stories for Titan’s sand: flocculation and evapo-
rite formation.  

In the flocculation scenario, organic particles in a 
turbulent Titan sea or lake could conglomerate under 
the frequent interactions driven by moving substrate to 
form larger and larger clusters. If the liquid is subse-
quently removed, the clumps would be left behind, free 
to saltate.  

Evaporite, on the other hand, is created when or-
ganics in solution precipitate out when the liquid is 
removed via evaporation. On Earth, the resulting de-
posits can form at a variety of scales, but erosion or 
redissolution/deposition cycles can either break down 
material that is too large or too small to saltate. Figure 
1 (from Figure 2 of [1]) shows a satellite view of 
White Sands New Mexico where gypsum evaporite 
from Lake Lucero makes up the white dunes. 

In both scenarios, it may be difficult to move sand 
produced at polar lakes or seas to the equatorial region 
as the sand would be travelling not only a long dis-
tance, but uphill. We thus also explore the equatorial 
basins of Tui and Hotei (shown in Figure 2) as poten-
tial sites of either production process as they have been 
proposed to be fossil seas by [12, 13]. 

 
Figure 1: Lake Lucero and the white sand dunes made 
up of its gypsum evaporite (from Figure 2 of [1]). 

 
Figure 2: Tui (pink arrow) and Hotei (white arrow) 
Regio, proposed fossil-seas of Titan’s equatorial re-
gion, as seen by VIMS in T49. 
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